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Past research has shown that there are many factors
that influence projective test responses.

This is especially

true of the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT).

Certain vari-

ables that have been found to influence the TAT response were
studied in this experiment.

These variables included the
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subjects' scores on purported measures of the personality
trait of aggression, and various parameters of the TAT cards
themselves.
This experiment included

t~ree

studies which investi-

gated the relationship between test measures of aggression
and aggressive behavior.

The three studies were conducted

concurrently using the same subject population:

forty-two

male inmates at the Oregon State Penitentiary.

They were

divided into two groups of aggressiveness according to the
crime they had committed; 21 inmates had committed aggressive
crimes and 21 inmates had committed non-aggressive crimes.
The subjects wrote stories for eight TAT cards; completed a
questionnaire including items on aggression, guilt, and
defensiveness; and provided personal information such as age,
educational level, and amount of time in prison.
Study I was concerned with the effect of the stimulus
TAT cards on the relationship between TAT stories and overt
aggression.

The eight TAT cards selected varied on two stimu-

lus properties:

ambiguity (variability of response) and cue

relevance (clarity of a card with respect to a specific
behavior).

Thus, there were four conditions:

high cue rele-

vance/high ambiguity, high cue relevance/low ambiguity, low
cue relevance/high ambiguity, and low cue relevance/low
ambiguity.
The results showed that high cue relevance cards differentiated aggressive from .non-aggressive subjects while low

cue relevance cards did not.

High cue relevance cards and

high ambiguous cards elicited more aggressive themes than the
low levels of cue relevance and ambiguity.

It was .concluded

that the stimulus properties of the cards do influence the
TAT response.
Study II examined the relationships between three
measures, of aggression (self-report, TAT fantasy and crime
committed) and a self-report guilt score.

It was predicted

that the guilt score would be inversely correlated to all
three measures of aggression, that the self-report aggression
and TAT fantasy aggression scores would be positively correlated to each other and that these two aggression scores
would both be positively correlated to crime committed.
A significant negative correlation was found between
the self-report Guilt and Aggression scores.

A significant

correlation was found between crime committed and TAT fantasy
only on the high relevant cards.
The results seem to indicate the Zaks and Walters
Aggression Scale was not able to differentiate aggressive and
non-aggressive prisoners.

There was evidence that this

Aggression Scale may measure a willingness to admit to
aggressive feelings rather than a behavioral tendency.

Also,

there were better correlations among the self-report measures
than between any of the measures and overt behavior.
Study III investigated the effect of a variety of
stimulus conditions on the prediction of crime committed.
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stepwise discriminant analysis was used on the variables
included in Studies I and II and age, education and past
times spent in prison.

The results seemed to indicate that

.

the best predictor of group membership was the aggression
score for the high relevant TAT cards.

After the sixth

step, the analysis provided a formula which successfully
predicted group membership of 74% of the subjects.
the F values were low (£

7

However,

.05) and it is doubtful that this

formula would predict group membership this accurately in a
cross validation study.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It has long been established that there are a myriad of
variables which can influence a test response.

This is true

for both the more standardized objective tests and the less
structured projective tests of personality assessment.

For

example, the social desirability response set (the subject's
tendency to answer in a socially desirable manner) is a
~ethodological

variable of objective tests that can produce

disturbing effects on inferences concerning the subject's
personality.

Researchers attempt to control methodological

variables such as the social desirability response set so
that the subject's response reflects his actual behavior or
personality trait (Tyler,
objective

perso~ality

1963)~

Unlike the standardized

tests, projective tests permit a rela-

tively. large deg+ee of freedom for the subject in making his
response.

However, like objective tests, projective tests

are also characterized by problems that influence the test
response.

In order to

und~rstand

so that it reflects the subject's

the projective tes.t response,
b~havior,

certain variables

that have been found to influence the projective response
must be carefully studied.
One of the most frequently used projective tests, yet

-----·----
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the subject's attitude toward a personality.trait and the
stimulus situation on the relationship between the TAT response
and overt behavior.
gated is aggression.

Th~

personality trait that was investi-

The importance of studying a behavior

as prevalent as aggression is well documented.

For example,

Freud was convinced that aggression was..as an important motive
•',

as sex.

Cofer and Appley (1964) state of aggression:

Most of the early theorists included an instinct
for this kind of behavior in their lists of instincts,
and the prevalence of aggression, hostile actions-ranging from war to sibling rivalry--has maintained
the status in most motivational systems of some concept or entity that refers to aggression.
(p. 744)
An interesting example of the unreasonable nature of
aggression is reported by Lorenz (1963) where he imagines an
absolutely unbiased observer on another planet examining
human behavior:
If we suppose our extraneous observer to be a being
of pure reason, devoid of instincts himself and unaware
of the way in which all instincts in general and aggression in particular can miscarry, he would be at a complete loss how to explain history at all. The ever
current phenomena of history do not have reasonable
causes. • • • Unreasoning and unreasonable human nature
causes two nations to compete, though no economic necessity compels. them to do so: it induces two political
parties or religions with· amazingly similar programs
of salvation to fight each other bitterly, and it impels
an Alexander or Napoleon to sacrifice millions of lives
in his attempt to unite the world under his scepter.
(pp. 228-9)
rrhus, although aggressi.on has been intensively studied, it is
still not completely understood.
The TAT is only one of many ways of studying aggression.
Aggression can be measured by sociometric ratings where

,...-------~-

---- - --- - -----
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subjects rank peers in relation to other peers on the dimension
of aggressiveness.

Aggression can also be measured by objec-

tive paper and pencil tests, observer ratings and interviews.
However, Buss (1961) points out that the TAT can be used
effectively to compare TAT aggression scores to the subject's
known aggressiveness.

The present experiment investigated

the influence of the subject's attitude toward aggression and
the stimulus situation (TAT cards) on the relationship between
TAT aggression scores and overt behavior.
Many studies have investigated the relationship between
the TAT response and aggression (Mussen and Naylor, 1954;
Stone, 1956; Kagan, 1959).

Some studies have investigated

the influence of the stimulus situation, the cards, on the
relationship between TAT aggression and overt aggression
(Eron, 1950, 1953: Murstein, 1965; Kaplan, 1967).

Several

studies have looked at other possible factors that influence
the relationship between TAT aggression and overt behavior.
Two such factors that are investigated in the present experiment are the subject's aggressive self-concept (Murstein,
1965, 1968) and guilt over aggression (Saltz and Epstein,
1963; James and Mosher, 1967).

(The results of these studies

are reported later in the text.)
A problem area that one confronts when reading research
in this area is that the terms aggression and hostility are
used interchangeably.
behavior.

This experiment investigates aggressive

The term aggression is defined in this experiment,

5

according to Wilds'

(1973) definition, as behavior that has

the intent to cause harm to people or the destruction of property.

It was operationally defined as follows: the subject's

aggressiveness or non-aggressiveness was determined by the
type of crime committed by inmates .at the Oregon State Penitentiary in Salem, Oregon.

Crimes of violence (murder, rape,

kidnapping, assault, robbery, etc.) were considered aggressive
while non-violent crimes (embezzlement, burglary, forgery,
etc.) were considered non-aggressive.

(See Appendix A for

Wilds' complete classification system.)
This experiment includes three studies concerned with
investigating the relationship between test measures of aggression and aggressive behavior.

Study I was concerned with

the effect of the stimulus, the TAT cards, on the relationship between TAT stories and overt aggression.

This study is

similar to the one done by Kaplan (1967) except that the present study used the overt behavioral criterion of aggression
as defined above while Kaplan classified subjects on a selfreport measure of aggression.
Study II investigated the subject's attitude toward
aggression, and guilt feelings over aggression, and their
relationship to TAT aggression scores and overt aggressive
behavior.

This study is similar to one done by Saltz and

Epstein (1963) except that Saltz and Epstein divided the
subjects on the basis of self-report measures and used
specially constructed TAT-like cards rather than Murray's TAT

. {)°

cards.
Study III combines the data from Studies I and II.

I~.

was hoped that with the data from both studies plus some additional information, it would be possible to differentiate
more accurately· those persons who committed crimes of violence
from those subjects who committed non-violent crimes.

The

study also tested Mischel's (1971) assumption that the stimulus environment (i.e., type of test, or stimulus pull of a
particular TAT card) is probably more important than the subject's disposition toward· a personality trait (i.e., aggression) in determining the subject's behavior.
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CHAPTER II

STUDY I
This study investigates a question which has long
interested clinical psychologists: the relationship of the
aggressive content on the TAT test to overt aggression.

It

is particularly interesting because it can serve as a paradigm
for the more basic question of the relationship of projective
techniques to overt behavior.

Lindzey (1961) states that the

basic assumption· of a projective test, such as the TAT, is:
If an individual is presented with a stimulus situation permitting variable responses, the particular
response he emits will reflect his characteristic
patterns and tendencies to response.
{p. 146)
In other words, a person's response is determined by their
personality chara9teristics.

The present study is a test of

that assumption.
There is much disagreement concerning the relationship
of TAT themes to overt aggression.

Megargee and Cook (1956)

report after a review of the literature that one conclusion
that can be drawn is:
Authorities differ as to the relationship which
should be expected between projective test scores
and overt behavior, some holding that it should be
direct and others that it should be inverse.
{p. 48)
However, Lindzey and Tejessey {1956) state that most studies
found little empirical support for significant inverse

8

relationships between projective tests and overt aggression.
It seems that an area that needs investigation in interpreting
TAT themes is to determine the conditions under which inferences based on TAT themes directly relate to overt behavior.
There is a diversity of findings relating TAT aggression
to overt behavior.

Many studies report a direct relationship

only if certain variables are considered.

For example, Saltz

and Epstein (1963) found a positive relationship between selfreported and TAT aggression on subjects high in self-reported
guilt over hostility.

Murstein (1968) found that subjects

who had hostile self-concepts improved the relationship between overt and TAT aggression.

Another such variable is the

stimulus itself, the TAT cards (Kagan, 1956; Murstein, 1965,
1968; James and Mosher, 1967; and Kaplan, 1967).
Each of the TAT cards seem to elicit different types of
responses since each picture depicts a different scene.

Eron

(1950) in constructing normative data for the TAT cards stated:
It is obvious that the TAT pictures themselves call
forth certain kinds of stories with characteristic
emotional tone and that they are as important as the
clinical classification of the subject in determining
what kind of response he will make. • • • It has been
felt that each individual picture has its own stimulus
properties which evoke themes, identifications, feelings, etc., which are peculiar to it and which differ
from those elicited by other pictures.
(p. 25)
The importance of determining the cards' influence on TAT
themes before making inferences about a subject's personality
is emphasized by Eron (1953).
It is important that the experimenter not be misled

9

in his interpretations by responses which seem unusual
to the "naked eye" but which on more careful investigation are found to be common among subjects of similar
age and status.
(p. 269)
In other words, the stimulus properties of the cards play an
important role in determining the subject's response, and it
is necessary to determine the cards' influence before inferences can be made about the subject's personality.
There are two stimulus properties of the TAT cards
which have been empirically investigated.

They are cue rele-

vance (Saltz and Epstein, 1963; Stone,· 1956; .. Mµi;stein,. 1965;
James and Mosher, 1967), and ambiguity (Kagan, 1959; Murstein,
1963; and Kaplan, 1967).

There is some confusion among the

definitions of cue relevance and ambiguity, which makes comparison of studies very difficult.

For example, Kagan (1959)

investigated the influence of ambiguity of the TAT cards on
the relationship between overt and TAT aggression.

However,

Kagan's definition of ambiguity is similar to Murstein's
(1963) definition of cue relevance.

Murstein makes a dis-

tinction between cue relevance and ambiguity.

He defines cue

relevance as the value or clarity of a stimulus with respect
to a specific behavior, while ambiguity. is defined as the
uncertainty of meaning, categorization, or the variability of
response.

Murstein's definitions are used in the present

study.
The experimental design generally used in determining
the influence of ambiguity and/or cue relevance' involves the

10
discrimination of aggressive from non-aggressive subjects,
which have been categorized by self-report measures, sociometric questionnaires, or observer ratings.

The subjects are

asked to write stories about TAT cards which differ in their
levels of ambiguity and/or cue relevance.

The thematic stories

are then scored to determine what level of ambiguity and/or
cue relevance is best at discriminating aggressive from nonaggressive subjects.
Inconsistent findings have been reported as to what
levels of ambiguity and cue relevance are best at differentiating aggressive from non-aggressive subjects.

Murstein

(1965) found that cards of low and medium cue relevance had
greater sensitivity in discriminating hostile from friendly
subjects.

However, Murstein defined hostility using the

subjects' self rating in relation to peers on the dimension
of friendliness.

He assumed that low ratings on the friend-

liness dimension implied hostility, which this experimenter
believes to be an unwarranted assumption.

The subjects might

not have represented a true sample of the friendlinesshostili ty dimension.

Saltz and Epstein (1963) also found

that low relevance cards were better in discriminating hostile
from non-hostile subjects (determined by self-report questionnaire) than high relevance cards.

It is impossible to compare

these results with Murstein's results since Saltz and Epstein
used a specially constructed TAT-like test.
Contrary findings have been reported by Kagan (1959).

11
He found that cards with high stimulus relevance differentiated persons who were high and low on overt aggression,
supporting the principle that one can maximize the predictive
accuracy of the

ca~ds

by increasing the similarity of the

thematic cues to the criterion situation characterized by
aggression.

(Kagan refers to the ambiguity and "content

pull," i.e., cue relevance, as equivalent in his investigation,
which makes it difficult to determine to what stimulus property he refers,

However, Kagan's use of the term, ambiguity,

seems closer to Murstein's definition of cue relevance than
ambiguity.)

James and Mosher (1967) investigated the

~ele

vancy of the cards and found that high relevance cards predicted hostility (obtained by sociometric questionnaire),
whereas the low relevance cards did not predict hostility,
However, James qnd Mosher 9onstructed their own TAT cards
which makes comparison with other research evidence difficult,
Kaplan (1967) was the first to investigate the interaction of cue relevance and ambiguity (using Murstein's
definitions) of TAT cards in differentiating high and low
self-repo~ted

hostile groups.

He found that cards of high

cue relevance were able to differentiate hostile from nonhostile subjects regardless of the degree of ambiguity.

He

also found that high ambiguous cards elicited more aggressive
themes than low ambiguous cards regardless of the level of
self-re~orted

hostility or the

~egree

of cue relevance,

This

is consistent with Murstein's (1963) conclusion from a review
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of the literature that increasing the level of ambiguity does
not improve the differentiation of hostile from non-hostile
subjects.
The present study is similar to Kaplan's in that the
influence of both ambiguity and cue relevance on the relationship between overt and fantasy aggression was investigated.
Two levels of both ambiguity and cue relevance were determined,
as in Kaplan's study, from norms developed by Eron.

Kaplan

used Eran's (1953) female norms, while the present study used
Eran's (1950) male norms.

Murstein, et al.

(1961) also devel-

oped norms on the stimulus properties of the TAT cards.

The

present study chose to use Eran's norms in order to maintain
the similarity with Kaplan's study and because it was possible
to rate the cards for both ambiguity and cue relevance.

It

must be noted that the two systems differ on some of the levels
of the stimulus properties o.f the cards.
On the basis of the evidence reported, the following
hypotheses were formulated:
1)

Overt aggressive behavior, as defined by the subjects'

crimes, is correlated to the amount of aggressiveness found
in the TAT themes.
2)

High cue relevance cards differentiate aggressive

from non-aggressive subjects better than low relevance cards.
3)

High ambiguous cards will elicit more aggressive

themes than low ambiguous cards.
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Methods
Subjects
The subjects were male prisoners at the Oregon State
Penitentiary: 21 who had conunitted crimes of violence (murder,
rape, robbery, etc.) and 21 who had conunitted crimes of nonviolence (forgery, embezzlement, burglary, etc.).

One of the

conditions that the non-aggressive. subjects had to meet was
that they had not previously conunitted a crime of violence.
Materials
TAT cards were chosen on the basis of cue relevance and
ambiguity similar to Kaplan (1967).

High cue relevance cards

met the following criterion: the more dominant themes in a
normative sample (Eron, 1950) were ones of aggression.

Low

relevance cards had to have no aggressive theme that appeared
with greater than 10% frequency in Eran's normative samples.
Ambiguity was determined, as in Kaplan, by reference
to the relative frequency of themes in Eran's (1950) norms.
Cards of low ambiguity were defined as those in which the
dominant theme appeared with greater than 35% frequency in
the responses of the normative groups, this theme having an
appearance rate of at least 20% greater frequency than the
next most popular theme.

Highly ambiguous cards required

that there be no theme with greater than 35% frequency of
appearance with the two most dominant themes being within

14
20% of each other.

In this manner eight cards were chosen

for the experimental stimuli.

Cards 20 and 15 were high

relevance/high ambiguity; 8BM and 11 1 were high relevance/low
ambiguity; 2BM and 14 were low cue relevance/high ambiguity;
and 9BM and 7BM were low cue relevance/low ambiguity.
Procedure
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of two rooms.
Instructions concerning the task were given the subjects (see
Appendix B).

The subjects were then asked to read and sign a

form stating the voluntary nature and confidentiality of their
responses (see Appendix C).

The groups were then shown slides

of the appropriate eight stimulus cards in random order.

The

TAT responses were scored using the TAT Agressive Content
Scale developed by Stone (1956).

In the study by Stone, the

TAT Agressive Content Scale was able to differentiate assaultive from non-assaultive army prisoners.
Results
Three statistical tests were used.

First, a one-way t

test was performed for the first hypothesis.
analysis of variance (repeated

~easures

Second, a 2x2x2

on two factors) was

performed for the second and third hypotheses.

The subjects'

responses to cards with combinations of high and low ambiguity
lThe most dominant theme had an appearance rate of only
17.3% greater frequency than the second most popular theme.
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and cue relevance were the repeated measures in the design,
while the subject's overt behavior was the third variable.
The number of aggression-related themes were scored for each
of ·the subject's eight responses to the TAT cards.

Each of

the subject's eight scores were then summed into one of four
conditions (two scores per condition).

The conditions were

high· cue relevance/high ambiguity, high cue relevance/low
ambiguity, low cue relevance/high ambiguity, and low cue
relevance/low ambiguity.

Table I shows the mean number of

aggressive themes for each stimulus condition across subjects.
TABLE I
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR EACH
STIMULUS CONDITION FOR AGGRESSIVE
AND NON-AGGRESSIVE SUBJECTS

Overt Behavior Criterion
Aggressive

Non-aggressive

Mean

s.o.

Mean

S.D.

High

3.26

1.87

2.23

1.29

Low

2.40

1.60

1.59

1.03

High

0.83

1.25

0.78

1.00

Low

0.88

1.36

1.00

1.09

Ambiguity
High
Cue
Re levance
Low

Third, an interrater reliability score of

E=

.80 was deter-

mined by correlation agreement (Pearson product-moment correla-

16
tion) between two naive judges 2 for a random sample of 19
subjects who produced a total of 152 stories.
The first hypothesis which stated that the amount of
thematic aggressiveness would be correlated with the subject's
overt behavior was not supported.

A one-way

formed which yielded a t value of 1.32, £ /

l

test was per-

.10.

The analysis of variance, Table II, shows two main
effects: cue relevance (F(l,40)
guity

(~(1,40)

= 6.30,

£

L

=

49.03,

EL

.001) and ambi-

.025) and significant interaction

effects for Groups x Cue Relevance (F(l,40) = 4.94, £ /
and for Cue Relevance x Ambiguity (F(l,40) = 6.87,

£ /

.OS)
.025).

The results support the second hypothesis that high cue relevance cards are better able to differentiate aggressive from
non-aggressive subjects, while low cue relevance cards were
not able to differentiate the two groups (see Appendix D).
The Group x Cue Relevance interaction was significant regardless of the level of ambiguity.
The data also support the third hypothesis that high
ambiguous cards elicited more aggressive themes than low
ambiguous cards.

However, ambiguity was not able to differ-

entiate the aggressive from the non-aggressive subjects.
In addition to the hypotheses, the results found a Cue
Relevance x Ambiguity interaction.

It showed that high·

ambiguous cards elicited more aggressive themes than low
2 Two graduate students who were not familiar with the
study's hypotheses nor with the subject's group membership.

1 ·

!
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TABLE II
A 2x2x2 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE

Source

SS

ms

df

414.875

167

148.128

41

Groups

8.149

1

·a.149

Errorb

139.976

40

3.499

Within S's

266.75

126

94 .. 75

1

Total
Between S's

Cue Relevance

94.5

F

£

2.329

ns

49.039

p

I .001

Ambiguity

4.023

1

4.023

6.295

p

I .025

Grps. x Rele.

9.524

1

9.524

4.942

p

I .05

1

.381

Grps. x Amb.

.3809

Rele. x Amb.

8.140

1

8.140

Grp. x Rele.
x Amb,

.006

1

.006

77.101

40

1.927

Error 2

25.595

40

.639

Error 3

47.47

40

1.186

Error

1

6.87

-

ns
P

L

.025

ns
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ambiguous·.cards in the high cue relevance condition, but did
not in the low cue relevance condition (see Appendix D).

The

data also showed that high cue relevance cards elicited more
aggressive themes than the low cue relevance cards.
Discussion
The order of presentation of the discussion follows the
order·of hypotheses listed on page 12 of this paper.

The

first hypothesis stated that the subject's overt aggressive
behavior would be correlated to the amount of
projected on the TAT themes.

aggress~veness

Although the difference was in

the predicted direction the results show that the t value of
1.32 was not significantly different from zero a t £ /

.os.

This seems to indicate that there is not a direct correlation
between overt and fantasy aggression.

In other words, it

would be difficult in the present study to predict accurately
where a person would be placed on the aggressive/non-aggressive
dichotomy from the number of aggressive themes written about
TAT cards.

It seems that more information is needed for an

accurate prediction of the relationship between overt and
fantasy aggression.

The central premise of the present study

is that the stimulus properties of the TAT cards are inf luential in determining the subject's story, and that by determining the influence of the stimulus one can better differentiate aggressive from non-aggressive subjects.
The second hypothesis stated that high cue relevance
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cards would better differentiate aggressive from nonaggressive subjects than low cue relevance cards.

The hypo-

thesis was supported by the Group x Cue Relevance interaction,

£

L .05.

These findings are consistent with Kaplan's results

that high relevance cards were better able to differentiate
hostile from non-hostile subjects than low cue relevance
cards.

Thus, it seems that by determining the influence of

the cards on the subjects' responses, one can better differentiate the two groups.
The present findings are also consistent with the
results of James and Mosher (1967).

They maintained the

notion that predictive accuracy increases as predictor and
criterion become more similar.

In other words, the ability

to differentiate aggressive from non-aggressive subjects
should increase as the cue relevance of the cards pulls for
aggression.

They found that high pull cards were able to

discriminate aggressive from non-aggressive subjects based on
a sociometric questionnaire.

The present findings support

the idea that predictive accuracy increases as predictor and
criterion become more similar.

However, it is impossible to

compare directly the present results with those of J.ames and
Mosher since they used a specially .constructed TAT-like test.
The present study's conclusion of the better discriminability of high cue relevance-cards contradicts Murstein's
(1965} and Saltz and Epstein's (1963) results that low cue
cards better discriminate aggressive from non-aggressive
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subjects.

With respect to Mur.stein, it could be that the

discrepancy results from the use of different norms in determining the levels of cue relevance.

Murstein used the norms

based on one of his earlier studies (Murstein, et al., 1961),
while the present study used Eran's (1950) norms.

However, a

comparison of the cards used in the two norms reveals much
similarity.

Murstein would consider two of the high cue

relevance cards in the present study (8BM, 20) as medium
relevance cards, while the other two high relevance cards
(11, 15) would also be considered high cue relevance cards
by Murstein (1961).

Three of the low cue relevance cards

used in this study would be considered low cue relevance
cards by Murstein {9BM, 14, 2), while the other low relevance
card (7BM) would be considered a medium relevance card.

Thus,

it seems that the discrepant results can not be accounted for
by the use of cards that did not reflect high cue relevance.
A possible explanation for the discrepancy with Murstein's
results concerns Murstein's selection process for determining
hostile and friendly subjects.

Murstein defined the hostile-

friendly dimension by having subjects rate themselves in
relation to peers on the dimension of friendliness.

He then

assumed that low ratings on the friendliness dimension implied
hostility, which the present experimenter believes to be an
unwarranted assumption.

The subjects might not have repre-

sented a true sample of the friendly-hostile dimension.
Another explanation that could account for the discrepant
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results was an instructional set condition· of Murstein's
experiment where he told the subjects to "look your best" (to
project a favorable image of themselves).

It was under the

"loo]_<. your best" condition that low cue relevance cards were
better able to differentiate the hostile from the friendly
subjects.

The present findings, by using a bipolar dimension

of aggression, question Murstein's conclusion that low cue
relevance cards discriminate hostile from friendly subjects
better than high cue relevance cards.
Saltz and Epstein (1963) found that cards of low cue
relevance were best in discriminating hostile from non-hostile
subjects.

It is difficult ·to compare the present findings

with those of Saltz and Epstein since they used a "specially
constructed TAT-like test."

Thus, it is impossible to com-

pare the level of cue relevance to either Eran's (1950) or
Murstein's (1961) norms since the levels of cue relevance
were neither based on norms nor even validated.

The present

study contradicts Saltz and Epstein's results.
The results of the second hypothesis.supporj the idea
that predictive accuracy increases as the predictor and the
criterion become more similar.

l

The results also support the

idea that TAT themes are influenced by the stimulus properties
of the cards.

Thus, one must consider the stimulus properties

of the cards before predictions can be made about the subject's
personality characteristics based on responses to those cards.
The third hypothesis which stated that high ambiguous
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cards would elicit more aggressive themes than low ambiguous
cards was found significant,

e I .os.

Both aggressive and

non-aggressive subjects gave more aggressive responses to
high ambiguous cards than low ambiguous cards when ignoring
the cue relevance of the cards,

Kaplan (1967) also found

that high ambiguous cards elicited more aggressive themes
from both aggressive and non-aggressive subjects,

However,

Kaplan found this condition regardless of the level of cue
relevance.

He reasoned that socially disapproved behavior,

such as aggression, finds its expression in ambiguous situations, whether or not the situation pulls for aggressive
behavior.

The present findings do not support this conclusion,

but rather found an Ambiguity x Cue Relevance interaction,

£

L

.05.

High ambiguous cards elicited more aggressive themes

than low ambiguous cards in the high cue relevance condition,
but did not in the low cue relevance condition,

It seems

that ambiguous cards elicit more aggressive themes only when
the cue relevance of the cards pulls for an aggressive theme.
The analogous social situation would be that socially disapproved behavior, such as aggression, finds its expression
more in ambiguous situations that pull for aggression than in
ambiguous situations that do not pull for aggression.
The data does support Kaplan's results and Murstein's
(1963) review of the literature that increasing the ambiguity
of a card does not lead to greater sensitivity of the instrument to aggression (increase the differentiation of aggressive
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from non-aggressive subjects).

This was shown in the analy-

sis of variance where the Ambiguity x Group interaction was
not significant.
One implication of these findings is that the subject's
response to a TAT card is determined by both the subject's
personality and the stimulus properties of the cards.

This

is .supported by the data in that high levels of both ambiguity
and cue relevance elicited more aggressive themes than low
levels of those stimulus properties.

In addition, the evi-

dence supports the idea that predictive accuracy.increases as
the predictor and the criterion become more similar.

In

other words, high cue relevance cards were better able to
differentiate aggressive from non-aggressive· subjects than
low cue relevance cards.
The implications of the results are clear for clini- ..
cians.

The tendency to randomly choose a number of TAT cards

to administer to either a clinical patient or research subject and assume that the stories told reflect' certain personality characteristics is completely unwarranted.

The

assumption that aggression can.be detected by using low
relevance cards to see if they elicit a hostile

respons~

also seems questionable since the data failed to reflect any
significant differences with these cards.
cards, while they elicit more aggression

High cue relevance
fr~m

both

~ggressive

and non-aggressive subjects, also provide for the best dif-,
ferentiation between the two groups.

However, since the
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differentiation is one of degree rather than one of the absence or presence of aggressive themes in high relevance
cards, one must be cautious in assigning subjects to either
an aggressive or non-aggressive group without reference to
the degree of the aggressive fantasy response.

i

I

I.

CHAPTER III
STUDY II
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between an overt behavior criterion of aggression and
both projective and objective test data.

Study I dealt with

the effect of stimulus pull of the TAT cards.

Study II is

concerned with objective measures of personality factors which
may affect both the projective test results and their relationship to overt behavior.
The current study attempts to measure aggressive tendencies objectively.

Many attempts have been made to develop

objective instruments for the measurement of aggression (Buss
and Durkee, 1957; Cook and Medley, 1954; Ganzer and Sarason,
1968; Saltz and Epstein, 1963; Sarason and Winkel, 1966; Zaks
and Walters, 1959).

Validity studies of many of the above

and other inventories developed to measure aggression have
not been encouraging (Buss, 1961; Liebowitz, 1968; Megargee
and Mendelsohn, 1962; Murstein and Wiens, 1965; and Rabinowitz,
1975).
In addition to questions about the validity of objective
measuring instruments used, there are other complications
which make difficult the

co~parison

other studies on aggression.

and interpretation of

Criterion used to divide subjects
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into high and low aggression groups are greatly varied and
include sociometric, self-report, or other types of overt
behavior such as crime conunitted, school records, or behavior
in a laboratory situation.

Many studies use projective tests,

such as the TAT, for which there are several different scoring systems of the aggressive content in the thematic stories
(Murstein, 1968).

Also, many experimenters develop special

TAT-like cards rather than using the original cards.

Even if

a subset of the original 31 TAT cards is used, the number of
different combinations possible is in itself discouraging for
anyone trying to review and interpret various studies.
The current investigator has tried to design a study
which is replicable, and to use measuring instruments which
have been successfully used to discriminate subjects in other
studies on aggression.

One scale which has been used in

several studies is the Zaks and Walters Aggression Scale.
Zaks and Walters (1959) began developing the scale with 33
items described as including the following three types of
items:
(a) those dealing with some aspect of aggression as
determined by manifest content, e.g., "I often feel
like picking a fight with someone"; (b) items related
to aggression in an indirect manner, e.g., "Most
people get killed in accidents because of their own
reckless driving 11 ; and (c) items for which agreement
by testee was assumed to denote aggression on theoretical grounds rather than on account of their content,
e.g., "I almost never dare to express anger towards
people for fear I may lose their love or approval."
(Zaks and Walters, 1959, p. 201)
The final scale included 12 items which had success-
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fully discriminated the following: Negro assaultive prisoners
from Negro and white control groups of varying socioeconomic
levels, high school boys from both adult males and delinquent
repeat offenders matched for age, and institutionalized
delinquents from "self confessed delinquent" boys attending
high school (Zaks and Walters, 1959).
Two validation studies were done by Walters and Zaks
(1959).

The first study found a significant difference be-

tween the scores of frustrated students and nonfrustrated
students.

The design of the study was based on the assump-

tion that when frustration is induced, aggression will result.
The second study involved eight groups of subjects divided on
the basis of other group members' rankings of the extent to
which each subject displayed aggression in a socially unacceptable manner.

Subjects were given the following descrip-

tion to use when ranking other group members:
There are some people who are ruthless and inconsiderate of others in pursuing their aims. They
assert themselves in a domineering manner, and try to
impose their ideas on other people. They are loudmouthed and argumentative, and defy the standards of
their own social grqup.
{Walters and Zaks, 1959, p.

214)
The scores on the Aggression Scale of subjects rated high in
aggression {the highest ranking third) were significantly
higher than subjects who were rated low in aggression (the
lowest ranking third).
The Zaks and Walters Scale of Aggression was one of the
25 inventories Murstein and Wiens (1965) studied using a
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group of male psychiatric patients and a group of normal
persons.

The Zaks and Walters Aggression Scale was found to

differentiate persons within a five point aggressiveness
classification system Murstein and Wiens termed "Interpersonal
Dimension."

11

Normals" received the lowest aggression scores,

persons classified under "Interpersonal Hostility"

(murder,

assault, verbalized threat) received the highest scores.
Others received intermediate scores, including persons classed
under "Non-Interpersonal Hostility"

(embezzlement, wreckage

of property), "Hostility Against Self"

(attempted suicide,

threats against self) and "Non-Hostile Patients."

Murstein

and Wiens (1965) also found that the Zaks and Walters Aggression Scale differentiated within a "Special Categorization"
which broke down. the "Interpersonal Dimension" above into
more discreet groups.
Even though none of these studies were replicated, Zaks
and Walters concluded that the 12-item scale was a valid
measure of aggression for discriminating pathologically aggressive subjects from normals and also for discriminating subjects in the normal range (Walters and Zaks, 1959).

One hypo-

thesis in the present study predicts that the Zaks and Walters
Aggression Scale will be able to discriminate between aggressive and non-aggressive prisoners.

It is also predicted that

there will be a positive relation between fantasy aggression
and the behavioral criterion of crime committed.

In a review

of literature on the effectiveness of° TAT, Dhapola (1971)
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concluded that, in most studies, the correlation between fantasy aggression and behavioral aggression is positive, but
not high.
Another hypothesis of the present study is that there
will be a high correlation between TAT aggressive content and
the self-report Aggression Scale.

Dhapola (1971) inferred

from his review that contrary to the notion that projective
techniques reveal underlying deep aggressive trends, they
reveal only those trends which the subjects, if willing, can
verbalize.

Similarly, Murstein (1965, 1968) found a signifi-

cant difference between hostile and friendly persons (based
on judgments of others) only when the subjects' self concept
was considered.

Subjects with hostile self-concepts project-

ed more thematic hostility than persons with friendly selfconcepts.

Kaplan (1967) found high relevant cards able to

discriminate groups divided on the basis of a
hostility measure.

self-r~port

Contradictorily, Saltz and Epstein (1963)

found in Design 2 (see below) that the self-report aggression
score was positively related to low relevant TAT-like cards,
but no relation was found between high relevant cards and
self-report aggression.
The current study is also interested in the effect of
guilt over hostility on the Aggression Scale and on fantasy
aggression.

A study done by Saltz and Epstein (1963) was

concerned with objectively measured factors of hostility,
and guilt over hostility, and their effect on thematic stories.
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Saltz and Epstein's study involved three separate designs.
Initially 181 male college students were given self-report
inventories including ones on hostility, guilt, and conflict
over hostility which they had developed (see Saltz and Epstein,
1963, pp. 471-2, for a more complete explanation of the developmental process),
In Design 1 of the Saltz and Epstein study, self-report
hostility and guilt were treated equally, scores were divided
at the median into high or low hostility and high or low
guilt over hostility and placed into a two by two table.

The

20 subjects in each quadrant with the most extreme scores
were then picked for data analysis.
In the second design, Saltz and Epstein chose subjects
first on the basis of extreme hostility scores.

Subjects

with the highest 20 self-report hostility scores were then
grouped on the basis of self-report guilt scores into high
hostility, high guilt; and high hostility, low guilt.

From

the total subjects tested, the subjects with the lowest 20
self-report hostility scores were chosen and then divided
into high and low guilt on the basis of their self report
guilt scores.

Iri Saltz and Epstein's Design 3, guilt was used as the
main division.

Subjects with the 20 highest and 20 lowest

guilt scores were chosen.

These two groups were then divided

secondarily on the basis of self-report hostility scores.
Thus, as in the other two designs there were four groups:
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high guilt, high hostility; high guilt, low hostility; low
guilt, high hostility; and low guilt, low hostility.
In all three of the above designs, comparisons were
made of thematic stories told to specially-constructed TATlike cards.

When subjects were divided for Design 1, an

inverse relationship was found between self-report guilt and
self-report hostility.

That is, high hostility scores were

related to low guilt scores, while low hostility scores were
related to high guilt scores.

Saltz and Epstein (1963)

interpreted this finding as supporting the idea that guilt
leads to an inhibition of those responses that produce guilt.
The current study used the guilt scale developed by Saltz and
Epstein and the Zaks and WaltersAggression Scale.

It was pre-

dicted that an inverse relation would exist between these two
self-report inventories.

There is also some evidence that

self-report guilt is inversely related to thematic aggression
(Saltz and Epstein, Designs 1 and 3, 1963; James and Mosher,
1967); this is also considered, in addition to the relationship between self-report guilt and overt behavior.
Below is a 'list of the three hypotheses which this
study examines:
1)

Self-report guilt is inversely correlated to the

self-report aggression scale score, thematic aggression and
overt aggression.
2)

Self-report aggression should be positively cor-

related with the amount of fantasy aggression reflected in
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stories elicited by the TAT.
3)

TAT aggression scores and self-report aggression

scores are positively correlated to type of crime committed
(the aggressive prisoners will have higher scores than the
non-aggressive prisoners).
Methods
Subjects
The subjects are the same as in Study I above.
Materials
Eight TAT cards were administered (see Study I for
explanation of cards chosen and aggression scoring system
used) followed by a 54-item questionnaire including an
aggression scale, a guilt scale and a defensiveness scale.
Saltz and Epstein Guilt Scale.

The eight-item Guilt

Scale administered was the scale used by Saltz and Epstein
(1963). to measure negative attitudes toward the expression of
hostility.

Subjects were asked to mark each item as 1,

Definitely False; 2, Mostly False; 3, Mostly True; or 4,
Definitely True.

Scores consisted of the sum of the weights

after making reversals for oppositely worded items.

The pos-

sible range of scores was from 8 to 32.
Zaks and Walters Aggression Scale.

The Aggression

Scale used in this experiment was originally developed by
Zaks and Walters (1959).

Subjects were asked to mark each
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stories elicited by the TAT.
3)

TAT aggression scores and self-report aggression

scores are positively correlated to type of crime committed
(the aggressive prisoners will have higher scores than the
non-aggressive prisoners).
Methods
Subjects
The subjects are the same as in Study I above.
Materials
Eight TAT cards were administered (see Study I for
explanation of cards chosen and aggression scoring system
used) followed by a 54-item questionnaire including an
aggression scale, a guilt scale and a defensiveness scale.
Saltz and Epstein Guilt Scale.

The eight-item Guilt

Scale administered was the scale used by Saltz and Epstein
(1963) to measure negative attitudes toward the expression of
hostility.

Subjects were asked to mark each item as 1,

Definitely False; 2, Mostly False; 3, Mostly True; or 4,
Definitely True.

Scores consisted of the sum of the weights

after making reversals for oppositely worded items.

The pos-

sible range of scores was from 8 to 32.
Zaks and Walters Aggression Scale.

The Aggression

Scale used in this experiment was originally developed by
Zaks and Walters (1959).

Subjects were asked to mark each
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item True or False.

Agreement with any item was given a score

of one, disagreement a score of zero, so the possible range
of scores for the Aggression Scale was zero to 12.
MMPI K Scale.

Included in the questionnaire were 27

items from the MMPI K Scale to determine if the subjects were
responding in an unduly defensive and overly self-favorable
way.

Persons receiving an extremely high K score are described

as being highly defensive, minimizing or understating problems
in social and emotional adjustment (Marks and Seeman, 1963,

p. 307).
Saltz and Epstein included the MMPI L Scale in their
study to "discard unduly defensive subjects, to compare the
experimental groups on defensiveness, and to provide descriptive information for comparison with future studies"
and Epstein, 1963, p. 472).

(Saltz

However, a high L score can be

interpreted to mean either the person is very scrupulous or
is being deceitful in describing high moral standards, self
control and social conformity (Marks and Seeman, 1963, p.
307).

Also, a deliberate attempt to slant test answers to

create a special impression of freedom from any psychological
problems or character faults usually results in an elevated L
only for persons of limited sophistication or proficiency in
dealing with psychological tests (Dahlstrom, et al., 1972,
p. 158).

More sophisticated test subjects usually avoid the

unbelievable and homely virtues of the L Scale and readily
acknowledge these corcunon defects.

But when presented the
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more subtle self enhancements provided by the K Scale, the
subject is able to rationalize and equivocate in such a way
as to give his self the benefit of doubt, thus earning an
elevated K score (Dahlstrom, et al., 1972).
Procedure
The procedure was the same as for Study I.

After the

TAT stories had been collected, the questionnaire was distributed and the following instructions were given:
On the first part of this questionnaire, read each
item carefully and then answer either true or false
according to your first impression. You may not completely agree or disagree with an item, but if you
agree with an item slightly more than you disagree,
answer true1 if you disagree with an item slightly
more than you agree, answer false. Go through the
items quickly without spending a great deal of time
on any one item. Your first impression after reading
an item is what we want. On the second part, read
each item and then check the category which most
closely gives your opinion: Definitely False, Mostly
False, Mostly True, or Definitely True. Again, your
first impression is best, go through the items as
quickly as you can.
In order to permit data analysis, the same number
appeared on the top of the pages a given subject used for
writing the TAT stories and on the questionnaire answered by
that subject.
Results
Hypothesis 1
To test the hypothesis that self-report guilt is inversely correlated to self-report aggression, a Pearson
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product-moment correlation was calculated.

A low, but signi-

ficant correlation was found between the self-report Guilt

- = -.37, -z = 2.37,

Scores and self-report Aggression Scores (r

£

L

.01).

No significant correlation was found between self-

report guilt and thematic aggression

(£ =

-.05).

Using a

point-biserial correlation, no significant correlation was
found between group and

s~lf

report guilt

(£ =

.13).

Hypothesis 2
No significant positive correlation was found between
the Zaks and Walters Aggression Score and the amount of aggression projected in the TAT stories.

Taking into account

card relevancy did not produce different results.

The Pearson

)

product-moment correlations were as follows: self-report
Aggression Score and TAT Aggression Score,
vant cards only, r

£=

.12; high rele-

= .03; low relevant cards only, E = .17.

None of these correlations are significantly.different from
r

=

o.

Hypothesis 3
Contrary to the hypothesis, no significant positive
correlation was found between crime conunitted (aggressive or
non-aggressive) and either self-report aggression or TAT
aggression.

The point-biserial correlation between group and

self-report aggression was .21

(! =

1.36, E

7

.10).

Table

III gives the percentage of each group agreeing with the 12
items of the Zaks and Walters Aggression Scale.

Only five
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TABLE III
PERCENTAGE OF AGGRESSIVE AND NON-AGGRESSIVE
GROUPS AGREEING WITH EACH ITEM OF THE
ZAKS AND WALTERS AGGRESSION SCALE*

Agg.

N-Agg.

There are two kinds of people in this
world: the weak and the strong.

62

62

Dealings with policemen and government
officials are always unpleasant.

57

52

Most people get killed in accidents because of their own reckless driving.

76

52 CE.

Horses that don't pull should be beaten
or kicked.

19

5

At times we enjoy being hurt by those
we love.

14

24

Many a decent fellow becomes a crook or
a criminal because he can't stand to
be pushed around so much.

76

57

I easily lose patience with people.

33

29

I of ten do things which I regret
afterwards.

57

62

It makes me mad when I can't do things
for myself the way I like to.

71

86

Occasionally I was in trouble with the
police or the law.

81

I almost never dare to express anger
toward people for fear I may lose
their love or approval.

38

38

As an adolescent (or young kid) I
often mixed with the wrong crowd.

62

76

I .01)

(E. I .OS)

100 (£I

.ol)

*Agreement with any item is given a score of one, disagreement
a score of zero.

__.../,.·~
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items were agreed to by a larger percentage of the aggressive
group (there was a significant difference between the proportions for the two groups on only two of these items).

On two

items the percentage of agreement was exactly the same for
both groups and five items were agreed to more often by the
non-aggressive group (one of these items having a significant
difference between the proportions for the two groups opposite
to the expected direction).
The point-biserial correlation between crime group and
TAT aggression score was r b
~

=

.23, t

-

=

1.53.

When card rele-

vancy was considered, however, there was a significant correlation between crime group and the high relevant cards
(rpb

=

.35,

! =

2.38,

e / .. 05).

MMPI K Score
No significant difference on the MMPI K Scale was found
between the two groups of prisoners

(! =

.91).

None of

the

subjects had K scores which were unduly high and warranted
discarding the data.

There was a correlation of -.72 between

the K scores and the self-report Aggression Scores
12.

(~

=

4.61,

I .001).
The mean scores and range of scores on the TAT, Zaks

and Walters Aggression Scale, Saltz and Epstein Guilt Scale
and MMPI K Scale are given in Table IV for each group, aggressive and non-aggressive.
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TABLE IV
MEAN SCORE AND RANGE FOR AGGRESSIVE AND NONAGGRESSIVE GROUPS ON EACH OF THE FOUR
MEASUREMENTS USED IN
STUDY II

Non-aggressive

Aggressive

Mean
Self-Report Aggression

Range

Mean

Range

6.5

0 - 10

6.4

3 - 10

21.8

12 - 27

20.8

10 - 29

Defensiveness Scale

9.9

3 - 22

11.1

5 - 19

Thematic Aggression

7.4

0 - 16

5.6

Self-report Guilt

0 - 9.5

Discussion
The correlation of -.37 between self-report aggression
and self-report guilt supports part of the first hypothesis
{however, this is a modest correlation accounting for only
approximately 14% of the variability).

No statistically sig-

nificant correlation was found between self-report guilt and
thematic or overt aggression.

It does not seem that the

results of this study support the.hypothesis that guilt over.
hostility has an inhibitory effect on either fantasy aggression
or aggressive behavior.

Thus, the current study, using TAT

cards, does not confirm either the James and Mosher study
{1967) where guilt (as mea·sur'ed by a forced choice hostility-

·t
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guilt inventory) was found to have an inhibitory effect on
aggressive content of thematic stories told to low relevant
TAT-like cards, or the Saltz and Epstein study (1963) where
self-report guilt was found! to be negatively correlated to
high relevant TAT-like cards.

It is interesting to note that

of the three measures of aggression in the current study (selfreport, fantasy and overt behavior) the only measure with any
significant relation to the self-report guilt was the other
self-report measurement.
Considering the second hypothesis, no correlation was
found between the self-report aggression score and the thematic
aggression score.

Contrary to the theories of Dhapola (1971)

and Murstein (1965, 1968), this study did not find that the
prisoners presented consistent aggressive or non-aggressive
tendencies on both the objective and projective measures of
aggression administered for this study.

Rather, the results

seem to support Mischel's (1971) position that the stimulus
environment (in this case, if it is an objective self-report
measure, a projective technique or a behavioral measure) is
more important in determining response than the subject's
actual disposition.

Thus, the Zaks and Walters Aggression

Scale and the TAT cards seem to be measuring different aspects
of the subject's personality and only stories told to the high
relevant cards seem to be related to the behavioral criterion.
It does not seem that the Zaks and Walters Aggression
Scale is a valid instrument if the_purpose is to differentiate
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groups of prisoners divided by crime committed on the basis
of Wilds'

(1973) classification system.

In fact, only five

of the items were agreed to more often by the aggressive
prisoners and only two of the items significantly differentiated the two groups in the predicted direction.

On one item

there was even a significant difference between the two groups
opposite to the predicted direction.

The level of negative

correlation with the defensiveness scale suggests that the
Zaks and Walters Scale may actually be measuring the willingness to endorse socially undesirable traits (i.e., aggressive
tendencies) or consciousness of aggressive feelings rather
than actual behavioral tendencies toward aggression or the
subject's actual aggressive/non-aggressive self concept.
This interpretation may be consistent with some of the findings of the studies on the Zaks and Walters Aggression Scale
discussed in the introduction.

Frustrated subjects may be

simply more willing to admit to aggressive feelings rather
than actually being more aggressive, the Zaks and Walters
Scale may have been measuring a greater willingness of psychiatric patients or addicts to admit to aggressive, feelings
than normals rather than the actual aggressive behavioral
disposition.
There is also the possibility that the negative correlation was affected by subjects' acquiescence, since
answering true to all questions would have resulted in a high
self-report aggression score and a low defensiveness score.

~.
:·

.p.
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However, the importance of agreement response sets on selfreport devices has been questioned (Rorer, 1965; Mischel,
1971) and the present experimenter doubts if acquiescence
alone accounts for the degree of negative correlation found
between the two scales.
Examining the results of Study II, and the lack of significant differences between the two groups (except for the
modest correlation on the high relevant cards), two hypotheses are suggested: either there is actually little difference in personality traits between the two groups of prisoners
or the self-report inventories used are not valid measures
for the differences that do exist.

Deciding between these

alternatives would seem to have important implications if one
desires to predict the probability of future aggressive or
non-aggressive behavior which is of practical importance in
determining the most effective rehabilitation program for a
given inmate.
Residents of the Oregon State Women's Correctional Institution suggested that a more useful system for dividing
prisoners so that the probability of group personality differences would be increased, would be on the basis of a comparison of the situation surrounding the crime conunitted.
They felt the important variable was whether the crime was
premeditated or if it was the result of an emotionally charged
situation (a crime of passion) or simply a matter of being in
the wrong place at the right time.

·~,
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The current study was definitely not designed to test
Mischel's (1971) conclusion that recent studies suggest it is
possible to predict important behaviors better by knowing the
conditions of a person's life than by inferring his traits
I

and motives.

Neither do t~e present results negate the pos1

sibility that his conclusipn is correct.

In words similar

I

to those reported by Mischbl (1971, p. 150), it may be possi1

I

ble to make a more accurat~ prediction of past (or future)
i

aggressive behavior if one; has information about the subjects'
I

access to available housing and job opportunities rather than
I
I

on their personality traibs.
The current experime:nter suggests that the most accurate
I

prediction of aggressive

~ehavior

would result from a consi-

deration of the ecologicai variables referred to above, in
combination with

personal~ty

of objective and

!
projecti~e

measurements including a range
instruments, including high rele-

1

1

vant TAT cards but probably not either the Zaks and Walters
Aggression Scale or Saltz :and Epstein's Guilt Scale.

More

extensive studies are needed to determine more exactly the
relationship between

spec~fic
1

ables and aggress~ve beha~ior.

~

situational and personality vari-

CHAPTER IV
STUDY III
Much of the beginning research in trait psychology was
based on the assumptions that broad trait structures exist
and would lead people to behave consistently; in other words,
an individual's position on one or more personality dimensions
would be relatively stabl_e across testing situations and time
periods (if the test were reliable).

In more recent years a

great deal of research has shown that performances on all
trait measures and behavior in general are affected by a
variety of stimulus conditions, and can be modified by
numerous environmental changes

(Mischel, 1971, p. 147).

Study III investigates the effect of a variety of stimulus
conditions (a comparison of self-report trait measures of
aggression, guilt, and defensiveness with a projective measure
of aggression; and the comparison of TAT cards of varying
relevance and ambiguity) on the prediction of overt behavior
(type of crime committed: aggressive or non-aggressive).

In

addition to information on the stimulus properties of cards
(Study I) and the subjects' self-report data (Study II), some
personal background data was gathered from the subjects.
Study III was completely exploratory with the purpose
of determining if the two groups could be more

,... -_:t...

a~curately
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differentiated by combining the three types of data (objective,
projective and personal history).

Also of interest was deter-

mining if one of the three types of information would be significantly better than the other two in differentiating the
two groups.

Mischel (1971) suggests that the stimulus envir-

onment (i.e., stimulus properties of the cards) are probably
more important in determining test response than the subject's
actual disposition and that self reports may or may not be
closely related to other indices of the person's non-test
behavior.
Method
Subject~

The subjects were the same inmates that participated in
Studies I and II

(~

= 42).

Materials
In addition to the data of Studies I and II, the subjects were required to fill out a personal data sheet (see
Appendix E), which included age, educational level, present
crime, previous crimes committed, time spent of current sentence at time of testing, and total other time spent in adult
correctional institutions for previous crimes.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as for Studies I and II.
addition, Personal data was requested after the subjects

,

~
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completed the self-report questionnaire.

When all materials

had been collected, a brief explanation of the thesis was
given and any questions the prisoners had were answered.
A stepwise discriminant analysis was used on all the
variables to compute a set of linear classification functions.
The program chooses the independent variables in a stepwise
manner according to predetermined statistical criteria, and a
variable is deleted when its

K becomes

too low.

Using these

functions and the prior probabilities, the posterior probabilities of each case belonging to each group (in this case
aggressive or non-aggressive) is computed (Dixon, 1974).
Results
A stepwise discriminant analysis was done on ten variables: the thematic aggression score on the high relevant/
high ambiguous TAT cards, high relevant/low ambiguous cards,
low relevant/high ambiguous cards, and low relevant/low
ambiguous cards; the Zaks and Walters Aggression Scale Score;
the self-report guilt score; the defensiveness score; previous
total time in adult correctional institutions (excluding current time); educational level; and age.

Amount of time spent

in prison of the current sentence was eliminated from the
analysis because it was found to discriminate between aggressive and non-aggressive subjects on an a priori basis.

It

was found that subjects who had committed violent crimes had
longer sentences due to the nature of their crimes than

~
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those who had committed crimes that were not violent.
Table V gives the Aggressive and Non-aggressive group
means and ranges for the personal data collected in Study III.
Using the stepwise discriminant analysis, the variable
which most effectively differentiated the aggressive from the
non-aggressive subjects was the aggression score for the high
cue relevance/high ambiguous cards (U

EI

.05).

=

.90, F(l,40)

=

4.25,

The function provided by the discriminant analysis

after the first step would predict that a subject was from
the aggressive group if he received a score over the grand
mean of 2.75 on the high cue relevance/high ambiguous cards.
TABLE V
MEAN VALUE AND RANGE FOR THE AGGRESSIVE AND NONAGGRESSIVE GROUPS ON THE PERSONAL DATA
GATHERED FOR STUDY III

Aggressive

-....

Non-aggressive

Mean

Range

Length of current
sentence served
(months)

12.5

1 -

Total past time in
prison (months)

23.1

0 - 104

Highest grade
completed

10. 4 . '

7 - 15

Age

29.4

19 -

49

43

Mean

7.7

Range

1 -

27

14

0 -

69

11.0

7 - 16

29.5

20 - 45
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Using just that one bit of information, there would be 24
subjects correctly labeled and 18 misses.
The second variable entered was the aggression score
for the high cue relevance/low ambiguous cards, the third was
self-report guilt, the fourth was the defensiveness score,
the fifth was the TAT aggression score for low cue relevance/
low ambiguity, and the sixth was past time in prison.

After

the sixth step, 74% of the inmates were correctly classified:
31 hits and 11 misses (U

=

.74, ~(6,35)

=

2.04, .10

7£ 7

.05).

Steps seven through ten decreased the U-statistic by only .01
and the F values were not significant(£

7

.10).

It is interesting to note that on step 7 with the addition of self-report aggression as new information, the percentage of correct predictions decreased from 74% to 67%.
This reduction in percent of correct predictions is an example
of Rae's paradox, when additional information actually decreases the accuracy of prediction (Healy, 1969, p. 411).
The variables included in steps eight and nine were the aggression score for low relevant/high ambiguous cards and
education level, respectively.

Age did not meet the statis-

tical requirements for inclusion in the analysis.
Discussion
One objective of Study III was to determine whether the
stimulus properties of the cards, self-report data, or information concerning the subjects' background is the most

~
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important variable in differentiating the prisoners on the
basis of crime committed.

In the stepwise discriminant analy-

sis the aggression score for the high cue relevance/high ambiguous condition was the most effective variable and the aggression score for the high cue relevance/low ambiguous condition was the second most powerful variable in discriminating
~~ggressive

from non-aggressive subjects.

Thus, it seems that

in the current study the stimulus properties of the cards are
the most important consideration in the prediction of group
membership (aggressive or non-aggressive).

This is consistent

with Mischel's (1971) position that the stimulus condition is
an important consideration when evaluating test response in
relation to non-test behavior.
Scores of two of the subjects' self-report data were
the next most powerful variables: self-report guilt and selfreport defensiveness were the third and fourth bits of information added to aid in the discrimination of the two groups.
However, there is some question about the relationship between
these scores and the prediction of overt behavior since the F
values for these steps did not reach significance

(£ /

.05).

Therefore, the increased accuracy of prediction gained by the
addition of these measures could be the result of chance
rather than an actual relationship between the specific test
scores and the behavioral criterion.
The personal data gathered in Study III was of little
use in discriminating aggressive from non-aggressive subjects •

...... ~ ~"'",. ...

~
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Past time in prison was included in the sixth step, education
level in the last step and age was deleted from the linear
function.
The main purpose of Study III was to determine whether
the combined data of Studies I and II, with the addition of
some personal background data, could accurately differentiate
aggressive from non-aggressive subjects.
study on this issue are questionable.

The results of the

Discrimination of the

aggressive from the non-aggressive subjects was improved by
adding the self-report guilt and defensiveness scores, the
low relevant/high ambiguous TAT scores, and past time spent
in prison to the high cue relevance conditions: the percentage
of correct classification improved from 69% to 74%.
as reported earlier, the
reach significance.

K

However,

values for these levels did not

Therefore, the effect of these variables

on the increased accuracy of the differentiation of aggressive subjects from non-aggressive subjects could be the result
of chance.
One implication of the results of the stepwise discriminant analysis done for Study III is that the stimulus value
of the cards is a very important aspect in determining test
response and must be considered in the process of predicting
overt behavior.

However, validation studies are needed to

test the usefulness of the aggression score for high relevant/
high ambiguous TAT cards and their superiority over other
types of test stimuli in predicting overt aggressive behavior

50
defined in terms of crime committed and using other behavioral criteria.

~
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APPENDIX A
WILDS'

{1973) CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Violent Crimes

1.

All forms of criminal homicide

2.

Rape {not statutory)

3.

Robbery

4.

Assault & battery

5.

Resisting arrest with the use of force

6.

Kidnapping-abduction

7.

Arson

Non-violent Crimes
1.

Burglaries

2.

Shoplifting, larceny, theft (cars included)

3.

Forgery, uttering, counterfeiting

4.

Embezzlement, cheating, fraud

5.

Buying, receiving, and possession of stolen property

6.

Vagrancy, drunkenness, gambling

7.

Corruption of morals of a minor, sodomy, adultry,
fornication, bastardy, public indecency, statutory
rape, maintaining a house of prostitution

8.

Narcotics, liquor and drug law offenses

9.

Disorderly conduct

10.

-~-,.......,

,,,,......

~

Traffic and motor vehicle law violations

APPENDIX B
You are participating in a study designed to determine
the typical stories told to pictures by inmates.
of pictures will be shown on the screen.

A number

You will have up

to twenty seconds to look at the picture and then five minutes
to make up a story about it.

You have one page for each story.

Your task is to make up as dramatic a story as you can for
each picture.
in the

You are to tell what led up to the event shown

pi~ture,

describe what is happening at the moment,

what the characters are feeling and thinking and then give
the outcome.

Write your thoughts as they come to your mind;

literary masterpieces are not required.
pare stories.
each card.

You are allowed a maximum of five minutes on

You will be warned when four minutes have elapsed

so that you can wrap up your story.

·~

Please do not com-

APPENDIX C
I

have freely volunteered to

participate in the present experiment.

It is my understand-

ing that my participation in the experiment will not inf luence my status at the Oregon State Penitentiary.

The

materials obtained will be used only for the purpose of the
experiment, and that the prison officials will not have access to them.

I also understand that I may withdraw from

the experiment at any time, and that after I complete the
experiment I will be paid $1.00 for my participation.

I

~

APPENDIX D
Group x Cue Relevance Interaction*
Aggressive Subjects
Non-aggressive Subjects

3
TAT

/.

Aggression
Score

/

2

11

o

y

/

I
Low
High
Cue Relevance

Ambiguity x Cue Relevance Interaction*
High Ambiguous
Low Ambiguous

3
TAT

Aggression
Score

/
/

2

1 .

/

0

. Low
High
Cue Relevance

*

~.

P

L .os

APPENDIX E
Age: _ __

Highest grade completed in school:

----~~---------

Crime for which you are now serving a sentence:
How much of this sentence have you served?

----------------

year(s)

----------

month(s)

Have you ever been sentenced to an adult correctional
institution before?
No
-----please list crime for which sentenced and total

Yes

If Yes,
length of sentence served:

SENTENCE
CRIME

'~.
:,..

Years

Months

APPENDIX F
RESULTS OF STEPWISE DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
Results of step 1:
Variable entered (Vl): High relevant/high ambiguity

u =

F

.90

=

4.25

df

=

1,40

£

L .os

Formulas given for predicting group:
A= l.25919(Vl) +
-2.74683
N =

.86397(Vl) +
-1. 65997

If A
If A

7
I

N
N

"Aggressive group" is predicted
"Non-aggressive group" is predicted.

Number of cases classified into group:

·...~

A

N

Actual

A

15

6

Group

N

12

9

60

APPENDIX F (continued)
Results after step 6:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable

entered
entered
entered
entered
entered
entered

u = .74

F

(Vl):
(V2):
(V3):
(V4):
{VS):
(V6):

= 2.04

High relevant/High ambiguity
High relevant/Low ambiguous
Self-report Guilt Score
Defensiveness Score
Low relevant/Low ambiguous
Past time spent in prison
df

= 6,35

.10

7

2.

7 . 05

Formulas given for predicting group:
A=

N =

1.75558(Vl)
.87507(V2)
-1.48812(V3)
.14875(V4)
.17914(VS)
2.09367(V6)
-29.33838

+
+

+
+
+
+

l.36254(Vl)
.45768(V2}
-l.0298l(V3)
.12782(V4)
.29448(V5)
l.88295(V6}
-24.18812

If A 7 N
If A /... N

+
+
+
+
+
+

"Aggressive group" is predicted
"Non-aggressive group" is predicted.

Number of cases classified into group:

~-

__:.....

A

N

Actual

A

15

6

Group

N

5

16

